Support for teachers is essential to the success and well-being of everyone in your learning community. But if support looks different for everyone, how do you decide the best course of action?

With on-demand training and personalized instruction tools, *Gale In Context: For Educators* puts the needs of students and teachers first. This award-winning resource builds on the foundation of *Gale In Context* student databases and your schools’ student-facing *Gale eBooks* to help educators focus on daily and long-term goals, like saving time; collaborating more effectively; and fostering an equitable and culturally responsive classroom with up-to-date diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) and social and emotional learning (SEL) resources.

**GIVE EXTRAORDINARY EDUCATORS EXTRA SUPPORT**

**INTEGRATE SUPPLEMENTAL LEARNING MATERIALS**
Discover digital learning materials to supplement K-12 curriculum with national and state standards–aligned instructional content and related lesson plans, including SEL content aligned to the CASEL Social and Emotional Learning Framework and DEI content aligned to the Learning for Justice Social Justice Standards.

**PERSONALIZE AND DIFFERENTIATE INSTRUCTION**
Provide personalized and differentiated instruction with tools and features to identify and customize resources for diverse classroom needs.

**SAVE TIME AND EFFORT**
Access curriculum-aligned resources across subscribed products in a single, educator-focused interface designed with workflow integrations.

**FACILITATE EDUCATOR COLLABORATION**
Give educators the means to easily share and collaborate around resources for students—whether that’s within your school or across the district.

**MAXIMIZE YOUR INVESTMENT**
Leverage the investment your school or district has made in *Gale In Context* student databases and your schools’ student-facing *Gale eBooks* to support classroom learning goals.

*more*
“Building our capacity of content allows us to differentiate instruction and customize learning for our kids. Gale supports our teachers’ abilities to guide students in self-directed learning, whether they are working on curriculum projects or just exploring a topic of interest to them, like global warming.”

Doreen Osmun, Assistant Superintendent, Hudson City Schools, OH

LEARNING CENTER
Give teachers the opportunity to take the lead on becoming the best educators they can be. In-product, on-demand training videos and sample projects help educators self-teach virtual lesson planning and online teaching skills.

COLLABORATION TOOLS
Create personal content sets for lesson planning and organizing class materials to share with colleagues and students using email, LMS, Google Workspace for Education, and Microsoft Office 365 tools.

ENHANCE
Add rigor to instruction and increase engagement with premium informational texts and multimedia, including book articles, newspapers, videos, images, academic journals, and primary sources.

DISCOVER
Leverage a single access point to find the best resources for your students from across subscribed Gale In Context student databases.

CURATE
Browse curated informational texts, multimedia resources, and learning activities by elementary, middle school, and high school course subject.

ALIGN
Support curriculum with instructional content, class activities, and lesson plans aligned to national and state standards, including new DEI and SEL lesson plans to help educators embed these topics directly into daily learning.

CUSTOMIZE
Use tools to customize resources and build personalized digital lessons.

DIFFERENTIATE
Access resources by Lexile, find leveled content on high-demand topics, and use other features to differentiate lesson plans and activities.

FUELED BY GALE IN CONTEXT STUDENT DATABASES
Eye-catching, engaging, topical student databases seamlessly integrate trusted, media-rich content that spans core subjects, including Biography, Canada, Environmental Studies, Global Issues, Opposing Viewpoints, Science, U.S. History, and World History.

Gale In Context: For Educators is also powered by Gale In Context: Elementary, Middle School, and High School resources.